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“From the beginning, it has always been about making a difference and 
changing perception.”

Scott Knowles - CEO 

OUR MISSION
To develop software that would bridge the gap between the novice and educated, simplify the complex, 
allow for educated decisions and ultimately invoke change. 

WHAT’S SO GREAT ABOUT MODGIC?

• IT’S FAST - REALLY FAST… - Modgic runs on the fastest most secure Amazon Web servers making 
interaction with the system incredibly fast and only limited by your internet speed!

• CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY - In our quest to provide the most advanced solution possible we 
developed the ability to scan NCCI & WCIRB mod worksheets. 

• SAVES YOU TIME  & MONEY - Our new scanning solution not only simplifies the process, it saves 
your team time, reducing data entry down from hours to seconds. Significantly reducing the real cost, 
the cost of labor.

• In comparison on an average account with cost of labor at $20/ HOUR

• Modgic - 5 min to produce our full suite of reports - Cost $2.50

• Our competitor - 1 hour not including human error correction - Cost $20.00

• ACCURATE - Because you are scanning the data right from the mod worksheet we have all but 
eliminated the potential for human errors and inaccurate readings. 

• EASY TO USE - From the initial login and throughout the system. We developed a clean, simplistic, 
easy to use platform that along with our quick video training suite allows new users to easily adapt to 
Modgic in no time at all.

• ACCESSIBLE ALMOST ANYWHERE - Always web based, allowing for instant updates and to easily 
adapt to our clients needs without downloads. All you need is an internet connection and a computer, 
smart phone or tablet. 
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• REPORTS THAT ARE RELEVANT AND EASY TO UNDERSTAND - Designed and developed by a 
highly successful broker, not an analyst, who understands exactly what the client needs to see. We 
created reports that were relevant, easy to understand and focused on providing enough education 
for the clients to make decisions while keeping the client’s attention front and center. 

• PICK UP BOR’S - The reports were specifically designed to quickly establish you as the “TRUSTED 
ADVISOR” and break existing relationships to pick up the BOR. This is the same process that our 
CEO and developer of the software used to become a highly successful producer.

1. Establishes credibility

2. Pinpoints key areas causing issues

3. Show’s their “Real Cost of Insurance”

4. Provides trending scenarios for setting goals & creating a budget

5. Establishes cost created by current broker’s lack of involvement to pick up the BOR!

• CUSTOMER SERVICE - There is nothing more Important to our company than only the absolute 
BEST customer service. There are NO TICKETS, No long waits to talk to someone. When you call or 
email we answer and respond. Along with our easy to use help center, we are always here to help 
and its shows with all of our 5 star reviews!

• WE LISTEN - Our users are our future and we listen and develop to meet your needs. Modgic 2.0 is 
the result of our users needs, great ideas and creativity!
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HERE’S WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY 
“Modgic 2.0 is the simplest and fastest way to make a Mod!  For users of ModMaster, as I was for many years, 

you will find this program far superior.  The new import function makes the data entry seamless!  The reports and 
presentation feature makes your presentation professional.  The team there is very responsive and helpful.  As 

with any Mod Calc program there are nuances of state run calculations.  They are very quick and responsive and 
yes, HELPFUL!  With my prior vendor for mod calcs, I was just a number, and a help ticket.  I would get the 

"resolved" email and it was not.  Not here with Modgic!  You will be pleasantly surprised.” 

Jim Mattson, CSP Vice President, Loss Control at LSG Insurance Partners 

JUST A FEW OF OUR HAPPY USERS!
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